Who
We Are

CORPORATE OFFICE, SOHAR

AL NAHDHA GROUP (ANG) is an Oman-based internationallyoperating group with affiliates spread across the Middle East, India
and Italy offering a broad spectrum of services.

from a modest beginning in 2003 and has evolved, in a remarkably
short span of time, into a trusted business leader providing excellent
services to its valued clients.

With a dedicated team of over 2,000 personnel including engineers,
technicians, skilled & semi-skilled workers as well as administrative
staff, ANG today serves projects of national importance in Oil & Gas,
Petrochemicals, Power, Telecommunications and IT Sectors.

ANG is equipped with a wide range of modern infrastructural
facilities including, but not limited to, office spaces, warehouses,
workshops and fabrication units.

ANG also owns a complete range of mobile machinery and

“

committed
to serve
beyond
your needs...

“

Led by a visionary and professional management, ANG has risen

equipment like Cranes, Forklifts, Generators, Compressors, Manlifts,
Telehandler Boom Trucks, Bobcats, etc. as well as Transportation
Buses. These give us flexibility and enable us to offer services at
attractive and competitive rates.

THE MAIN ACTIVITIES OF ANG ALONG WITH ITS PRINCIPALS INCLUDE:
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•

Painting, Scaffolding & Insulation

•

Refractory & Fireproofing

•

Mechanical, Fabrication, Machining & Erection

•

Project & Maintenance Support Services

•

Trading

www.alnahdhagroup.com

|
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More
About Us
ANG strongly adheres to its Motto “Committed to serve beyond
your needs” which, in itself, is a testimony to its performance and
growth.

The Group is proud and honored to offer itself as a One-Stop
Solution for all its clients’ business needs.

Factors that have contributed to its Success:
a)

Strict compliance with the terms of contracts, standards and
procedures.

b)

Timely completion of all deliverables & effective liaison with
clients.

c)

Organizational support, availability of resources and facilities.

ANG has the capability and experience to take up any job at

It is a matter of pride that ANG has today become a trusted name

any phase of the project providing quality and timely services

in the petrochemical industry. The group’s continued success is the

within budgetary parameters to the satisfaction of its local and

result of its commitment and readiness to meet the challenges of

international clients.

the industry through the expertise and experience of its workforce
and support of its clients. ANG is a synonym for delivering its projects

The Group also specializes in Industrial Marketing and keeps track

in time and within budgeted costs.

of all upcoming potential projects in Oman with particular emphasis
on Oil & Gas, Power Generation, Telecommunication and IT Sectors.
It is well-versed in all procedures right from registration to tendering
and execution of all stages of projects related to the above sectors
and has an efficient team to coordinate between various ministries
and Labor Department to clear all statutory and bureaucratic
hurdles to ensure smooth completion of projects undertaken.
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FOR YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW AND

The future is based on what we learned from

BEYOND...

yesterday without reliving it. Not everything that

From a small beginning in 2003, we have matured

we did to get our company launched was right.

and witnessed our growth bit by bit in the

However, knowing how we achieved our early

sectors of oil & gas, petrochemicals, infrastructure

success and continually building on it re-affirms

industries and construction by providing valuable

the culture that created the company we have

support services to our clients, the main EPC

today. We have made sure that we still operate

contractors. However, we also know that one

around the basic values upon which we were

cannot manage today’s business through

founded. We never stop asking hard questions –

yesterday’s eyes. In this day and age, technology,

“why” is the single most important question that

especially, has ensured that few things remain the

we ask. “Why are we still doing what we do?”, “Why

same for very long, whether that be environment,

are we losing valuable employees?”, “Why are our

markets or even customer requirements. How one

customers demanding lower pricing?”, “Why is

found and satisfied customers yesterday, does not

our main product no longer a market leader?”

predict how one can do it, as effectively, tomorrow.

Answering why questions, usually, gives us an

Our
Vision
To be the partner of choice for clients who, like
us, are also driven by a spirit of excellence and a
passion to establish prosperous businesses.

insight to the root cause of problems, and that
At ANG, we do not get comfortable or complacent

gets us on the way to solving them.

with maintaining status quo. Nor do we get stuck
in the past, reminiscing and re-living “the good

EMBRACING NEW PEOPLE, NEW IDEAS

old days.” While we do not believe in change for

At ANG, we never stop looking for better people

change’s sake, we believe that for companies to

or better ways to do things. We are open to

grow one has to change. Many small businesses

“thinking outside the box,” especially when it

rest on the laurels and successes of the past and

entails “sacred cows” within our organization, be

not being cognizant enough of the changes that

they people or practices. This doesn’t mean that

are going on around them, both externally and

we axe any business function or people, but are

internally – we do not. Recognizing the intricacies

open to modifying either or both. We never stop

of business and the requirement of certification

encouraging new ideas from our employees as

was the first step that we took and today, we

they can be an untapped source of new business

are certified with all the possible certification

growth or more efficient operations. Our mission

standards of ISO 9001, 45001 and 14001 that stand

is to invent new ideas to reduce the unit cost of

us in good stead in getting the confidence of our

manpower NOT the manpower itself.

clients.

Our
Mission
Our mission is to be a leading provider of services
and facilities driven by our commitment towards
our clients and to constantly improve our services
for their benefits, and those of our staff & workers.
We wish to emerge as a knowledge-rich and most
respected organization.

CONTINUING TO UPGRADE SYSTEMS/PROCESSS
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We have also learned to develop and maintain a

Technology can be a key factor in both driving

presence in each phase of a project with a strong

change and making operations more effective.

interpersonal relation between team members

We have an ongoing plan to constantly review and

that has turned out to be the key feature of our

upgrade systems and technology. It can also help

activities as providers of diversified professional

make our operations more cost-effective as the

services.

price of technology continues to come down.

www.alnahdhagroup.com
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QHSE
Commitment

The Health and Safety of our workforce

and to keep them well updated

We undertake to dedicate the resources necessary to make this

along with care for the Environment &

from time to time with information,

system effective, namely:

Quality are of prime importance to all

training and supervision needed for

•

Al Nahdha Group Organizations (ANG).

this purpose.

We are committed to providing a safe

•

Notify the QHSE Policy to all

and healthy work environment for the

staff and encourage them to

protection of employees and property

comply with the requirements of

from incidental losses.

Integrated Management Systems

ANG aims to achieve the highest

requirements

performance and cost reduction

and Environment, incorporating the

ANG communicates this policy

principles of sustainable development

throughout its organization, trains

Each year, we review the goals of our Corporate Strategic Plan,

throughout its worldwide business.

its employees in the appropriate

and we focus our efforts in particular on the following points:

use of its Quality, Health, Safety and

setting, measuring and revision of

protection of the environment and

objectives, as each employee has the

At ANG, we insist that all

the development of the communities

responsibility to cooperate & coordinate

employees are personally

where it has its operations as integrated

with each other to achieve a healthy

committed and understand the

key drivers of its business; the entire

and safe work place for themselves

importance of their own safety,

organization is oriented towards

and others along with taking care of

take individual responsibility

achieving these goals openly and

the environment while delivering the

transparently.

quality service.

In order to fulfill this commitment,

The goal of our Quality, Health, Safety,

we endeavor our legal responsibilities

and Environment (QHSE) policy is to

towards our Employees, Contractors,

actively contribute to the performance

and Society in general with aim to

and sustainability of ANG, based on

comply with the relevant rules &

principles of ongoing improvement and

regulations of the Sultanate of Oman,

sustainable development.

Policies and perform their jobs

“

the workplace is safe.

by following legislation, regulations, standards and other

by implementing a strategy of ongoing improvement of

the satisfaction of its customers, the

over convenience, ensuring that

•

•

The Group engages them in the regular

At ANG, safety takes precedence

compliance of our suppliers

Safety and Environment.

its employees, contractors and visitors,

working procedures.

by measuring the confidence of our customers and the

by analyzing and preventing risks

Environmental management systems.

in accordance with approved

•

•

ANG monitors the health and safety of

towards full compliance of QHSE

organization

(IMS) consisting of Quality, Health,

standards of Quality, Health, Safety

“

by engaging and empowering staff throughout the

respective National Regulations and
Internal Standards.

IT IS THE COMPANY’S POLICY TO:
•

Ensure the safety, health and

QUALITY
• Being the supplier of choice for innovative
materials / services
• Increasing our responsiveness to the
requests of our clients
• Improving the quality of our products and
services
• Developing our employees’ skills
HEALTH & SAFETY
• Aiming for “Zero Accidents”
• Preventing occupational illnesses
• Reducing risks at work stations
• Preventing major crises
ENVIRONMENT
• Preventing environmental impacts
• Reducing waste and improving its recycling
• Optimizing use of natural resources
• Guaranteeing management of all
hazardous substances

welfare of all employees at work
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What
We Do

THE MAIN ACTIVITIES OF ANG ALONG
WITH ITS PRINCIPALS INCLUDE:
• Painting, Scaffolding & Insulation
• Refractory & Fireproofing
• Mechanical, Fabrication, Machining & Erection
• Project & Maintenance Support Services
• Trading
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Painting
At ANG, we excel in completion of time sensitive projects. We complete projects
by accommodating scheduling requirements while working within deadlines,
along with guaranteed output. Plant shutdowns demand a large amount of work
to be completed in short period of time. This is where we shine. ANG’s Painting
Department can mobilize large painting crew to tackle time sensitive projects
while maintaining a safe work environment and to meet even the most stringent
safety requirements.

Our employees are trained in QHSE standards and have expertise in
applying specialized coating and linings for corrosion protection of refineries,
petrochemical plants, power plants, desalination plants, manufacturing facilities,
waste water treatment facilities, fertilizer and cement industries. Our Painting
facility is approved by one of our valued customers (ORPIC).

We provide Corrosion Protection services for projects both at our own shop
facilities and at our clients’ facilities.
PIPE PAINTING WORK AT VALE INDUSTRIAL PLANT

WE PROVIDE SERVICES FOR:
•

Interior/ Exterior tank painting

•

Underground and above ground piping

•

Steel structures and piping support

•

Concrete surfaces (Floor Coating etc)

THE RANGE OF COATINGS USED ARE:
•

Epoxy – Interior / Exterior Coatings

•

Standard Epoxy Floor Coverings

•

Polyurethane Lining / Coatings

•

High / Low Temperature Coatings

•

Primary and secondary containment coatings

PAINTING WORK AT SOHAR REFINERY INDUSTRIAL PLANT
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STEEL STRUCTURE PAINTING AT IBRI IPP

STEAM TURBINE GENERATOR (STG-1) PAINTING
AT SOHAR POWER & DESALINATION PLANT

www.alnahdhagroup.com
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Scaffolding
ANG’s Scaffolding Division is the safest and most

carry out your project safely and efficiently.

professional commercial scaffolding entities
available to the heavy industrial sector like

We have clear management arrangements in

oil & gas, petrochemical, power plants, water

place for implementing our declared health and

desalination plants, etc. We provide competitive,

safety policy.

safe and professional scaffold erection in the
region and have operations running in Oman, UAE,

As one of the leading scaffolding service providers

Qatar and Kuwait.

to the oil & gas sector, we are able to offer highly
competitive service levels at competitive prices.

We supply all types of scaffolding solutions like
Supported Scaffolding, Suspended Scaffolding,

WHICH SERVICE DO YOU NEED?

Mobile Tower Scaffolding, Cantilever Scaffolding

CONTRACTUAL

and Birdcage Scaffolding.

We provide our services on a contractual
basis right from erection of the scaffold to its

SUSPENDED SCAFFOLDING AT MC-5 SALALAH AIRPORT

SCAFFOLDING WORK AT SOHAR REFINERY INDUSTRIAL PLANT

We maintain a sizeable inventory of scaffolding

dismantling upon completion of job. We provide

material like cup-lock, tube fitting scaffolding

these services along with manpower and material

material with LVL boards, metal planks and

in either an open / internal area or in confined

normal wooden boards to carry out a wide range

spaces (within plants, refineries, etc.) and assume

of scaffolding works of conventional tube and

all responsibility for safety. Our equipment is

fitting systems.

thoroughly inspected to ensure top quality
and structural integrity. We offer competitive

LEADERS IN QUALITY SCAFFOLDING
& INSTALLATION FOR OVER 10 YEARS
From modest beginnings in 2007,

We offer a wide range of access solutions from

pricing and high-quality equipment to serve our

the use of conventional tube and fitting systems

customers to the best of our capabilities.

scaffolding, through to an innovative industry

customer service has remained our
priority. Today, ANG’s scaffolding
division is a one-stop solution
provider for all kinds of scaffolding
works and serves the need of large

solution – the Cuplock system. This system can

DAY WORK & RENTAL

significantly reduce the construction time of the

Here we provide our customers with our skilled

scaffolding thereby transferring the resource

manpower on an hourly rate basis. This is

benefits directly to the client.

particularly convenient to those who have their
own scaffolding components but need manpower

contractors undertaking construction

We pride ourselves on our staff training and

work, operation & maintenance work

support to erect the scaffold.

dedication to health and safety. Managing risk

or shutdowns in a wide range of
industries.
SCAFFOLDING WORK AT YIBAL KHUFF PROJECT

is central to our business and, as such, we invest

ITEM-WISE MATERIAL CONTRACT

heavily in our operatives who are competent

For those customers who have their own

and experienced and trained to HSE/Industry

manpower but need to hire out certain missing

Standards (qualified & certified by NTI/TUV/CISRS)

scaffolding parts, we provide the same on rentals.

and provided with the equipment necessary to

14
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Insulation
THERMAL & ACOUSTIC INSULATION

To achieve quality success while offering turnkey solutions, ANG provides the
following services:
•

All types of Cold & Cryogenic Insulation

•

Thermal Insulation

•

Acoustic Insulation

•

Ducting Works

1.

We source and deliver the best insulation materials from reputed
manufacturers across the globe.

2.

Our Qualified and Skilled Project Management Personnel have extensive
experience in related projects enabling us to provide attractive and costeffective solutions for the market.

3.

INSULATION WORK AT OMAN CEMENT PLANT

INSULATION WORK AT SUR IPP

INSULATION WORK AT RAYSUT CEMENT PLANT

Our highly trained technicians & crew are capable of delivering professional
services fulfilling client requirements in respect of schedule and quality.

4.

As a result, we successfully deliver and install, where required, the needed
materials within agreed timeframes at competitive rates.

WE EXECUTE THE ABOVE-MENTIONED SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF:
•

Project Contracts

•

Rate Contracts

•

Plant Shutdown Maintenance

•

Manpower Supply Contracts and

•

Material Take Off & Supply

INSULATION WORK AT SOHAR REFINERY INDUSTRIAL PLANT
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Refractory
ANG is the contractor-of-choice for companies
Our dedicated Refractory Team comprises of

across all process industries. We are one of the

highly experienced Engineers, Supervisors, and

leading companies in Oman and the Middle

Technicians.

East supplying refractory lining installations.
Our customers return to us because of our

The primary refractory activities being taken up by

experience and expertise to handle their projects

ANG are:

from start to finish. Whether your requirements

•

are new construction, routine maintenance,

Refractory Lining and Supplies for New &
Existing Projects

capacity enhancement or turnaround shutdown;
our experience, unsurpassed quality and
safety will help you reach the performance

•

Furnace Maintenance

•

Reformer Refractory - Installation &
Maintenance

you desire. We cater to various requirements
in chemical, petrochemical, metallurgical and
non-metallurgical industries as well as cement
plants, glass industries and power plants.

•

Maintenance of ABF

•

Launder Repairs

•

Electric Arc Furnace & Reheating Furnace
Maintenance

OUR EXPERTISE LIES IN:
ESTIMATING – We offer an accurate estimate

REFRACTORY WORK AT OMAN CEMENT COMPANY

DENSE BRICK LINING IN INCINERATOR AT YIBAL KHUFF

•

Steel Ladles - Lining

•

Rotary Kilns Lining & Repair

of the job at a competitive price using quality
material and superior workmanship.

ANG is a certified installer for products of the

EMERGENCY REPAIRS – You can rely on us 24

world’s leading Refractory Manufacturers - Morgan

hours a day, 365 days a year for prompt & reliable
INSTALLATION – Years of industry and project

Ceramics® & Gouda Refractories®. We are also

emergency repairs.

proud to be associated with Morgan Ceramics®

management know-how along with our skilled
Technicians, Engineers, and Supervisors are assets

We carry out installation of Refractory Material

we possess to help eliminate costly mistakes. Your

through various application modes namely

job is finished safely on time and within budget.

Gunning, Pouring, Casting, Brick Lining, Ramming,

in representing them and distributing their range
of products in the Sultanate of Oman. Products
include Ceramic Fiber, Castables, Foundry
Supplies, Crucibles & Foundry Products, Ceramic

etc.. We also carry out ceramic Fiber Installation
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE - Optimize

for Furnaces, Reformers, Heaters, Reactors,

your operating efficiency by establishing a

Regenerators, Boilers, Kilns & other related units/

maintenance schedule. ANG can help in carrying

equipment and supply all types of refractory

out maintenance of your refractory with minimum

materials to various industries. We have tie-ups

downtime.

with leading international brands of Refractory

Kiln Lining & Furniture Supplies.

We offer services to Major Construction Projects,
Factories and Plant Maintenance through Project
HEAT PROTECTION SHIELD WORK AT JSIS, SOHAR

Contracts, Annual Rate Contracts & Shutdowns.

Manufacturers and specialize in Brick Installation,
INSPECTION SERVICE – You can schedule an

application of monolithic materials, installation of

inspection by us to minimize downtime and

Ceramic Fiber products like Modules, Blankets, etc.

optimize operating efficiency.
18
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Fireproofing
ANG has been a leading provider of Fireproofing services for over the
last 10 years and has met the needs of the Petrochemical Industry. Our
skilled teams are experts in a variety of Fireproofing applications and
installation methods. Many of our Technicians are multi-taskers and
trained to perform scaffolding, insulation and refractory work. When you
work with ANG, you realize cost savings by leveraging your Insulation,
Refractory, Fireproofing and Scaffolding needs under the same
management team.

FIREPROOFING WORK PREPARATION, AT RABAB HARWEEL INTEGRATED PROJECT

With our extensive quality assurance program and our skilled certified
technicians, you can count on us to complete your project safely, to
specifications, on time and within budget, no matter how big or small.

We perform lightweight cementitious fireproofing for steel structures
and equipment skirts to achieve the desired rating.

We are authorized applicators for the following Fireproofing Systems:
•

ISOLATEK

•

PROMAT

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
•

Supply & Application of Fireproofing Material

•

Lightweight Cementitious Passive Fire Protection (PFP)

•

Pneumatic, Spray & Trowelled Applications

With remarkable credentials in Oman, our clientele includes Oman
Oil Refineries & Petrochemical Industries (ORPIC), Petroleum,
Development Oman (PDO), Salalah Methanol Company (SMC), Oman
Methanol Company (OMC), Sohar Aluminium, Oman Cement Company
(OCC) and many more.

FIREPROOFING WORK AT SOHAR REFINERY INDUSTRIAL PLANT
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Mechanical, Fabrication,
Machining & Erection
ANG has specialization & capabilities for

ANG has over 120,000sqm of open & covered

It is a one-stop-shop for the fabrication

structures and pressure equipment, both

Fabrication of Piping Spools, Skids, Manifold,

fully-fledged facilities stratigically located in

requirement of industries right from raw material

workshop-based and on-site operation for many

Pressure Vessels, Equipment, Structure,

Sohar Industrial Estate, Falaj Al Ouhi Industrial

to painting, satisfying our clients.

local and international companies.

Platforms, Railings of various materials such

Area, Rusayl Industrial Estate, and Duqm

as Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel, Alloy Steel at

Industrial Zone, fully equipped with a wide

ANG undertakes fabrication of Process Piping

Our welders are qualified to 3-G and 6-G

their work shop at Sohar and work sites for Oil

range of machinery to take up manufacture of

and High-pressure Piping including generating

codes, using all forms of welding methods. The

Refineries, Petrochemical Plants, Power Plants,

Process Vessels, Storage Tanks, Structural and

shop floor drawings from the client provided

certification is kept up to date and is verified and

Steel Plants, Aluminum Plants, Cement Plants

various other items of unending list.

engineering drawings for all kinds of materials viz.

preserved by the QA/QC department.

and Water Desalination Plants.

Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel and other metals
with radiography quality conforming to standard

Welding machines for MIG, TIG, SMAW, FCAW are

NDT norms.

available and are kept fully calibrated to industry
standards.

ANG carries out erection of heavy structures to the
stringent quality requirement of customers and

Material can be Carbon Steel, Alloy Steel, Stainless

Shutdown & Maintenance services for Refinery,

Steel, Duplex, Super Duplex, etc. Material storage

Shipping and Steel Industries. Our prestigious

and WPS are all handled by the management, QA/

clients include ORPIC, MAF, Shell, Oil Tanking,

QC and safety teams.

Sohar Aluminium and many more.
Millwrights, Steel Erectors, are also available for

PIPING WORK AT ANG WORKSHOP

MECHANICAL WORKSHOP, MACHINING AND

any structural or unit erection work, manufactured

FABRICATION SERVICES

by ANG or any bought in equipment.

The ANG machine shop is a highly capable and
diversely-equipped unit operated by experienced

Full site supervision, QA/QC and Safety personnel

machinists, fitters and turners, with years of

would also be available so as to comply with all

machining experience.

site and workshop QHSE, and customers’ own or
enhanced standards required for each specific

The machines are diverse and generally suited for

project.

repair work and batch manufacturing for industrial
applications.
MACHINING WORK AT ANG WORKSHOP
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Maintenance Shutdowns, Heat Exchanger Tube
Replacement, Boiler Maintenance, for Refineries,

FABRICATION AND STEEL ERECTION TEAMS

Chemical Plant, Tank Farms, Steel Mills, Aluminum

Our Fabrication Teams have a very diverse

Mills, and Fertilizer Plants, are all undertaken on

and long-term experience in fabricating many

contract or call out basis.

www.alnahdhagroup.com
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Project & Maintenance
Support Services
We as Project & Maintenance Support Services undertake the following services for routine maintenance work
for Static & Rotating Activities along with Pre-commissioning & Commissioning jobs, Shutdowns / Turnarounds
and Construction Activities in Oil & Gas, Petrochemicals, Water Desalination Plant, Steel Industry, Cement
Industry, Power plant with our highly qualified and experienced skilled / semiskilled personnel which include as
per the following designations:
•

Project Managers & Engineers, Surveyors, HSE Practitioners, Specialists, Advisors & Consultants in specific
fields.

TRUCKS, TRAILERS AND BUSES

“

SUPPORTED BY THE FOLLOWING
ANG’s WORKFORCE AT OUR INDUSTRIAL WORKSHOP

HIGHLY SKILLED MAN POWERS
SUCH AS:
•

Static & Rotating technicians

•

Instrumentation & Electrical
technicians along with skilled
man power like machinist,

SOME OF OUR CRANES

fitters, turners, fabricators,

“

welders, Riggers etc

ANG’s WORKFORCE AT OUR CORPORATE BUILDING
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We also complement our activities with our own fleet of machineries, equipment & vehicles comprising of
but not limited to:
•

Cranes, Forklifts, Steer Loader (Bobcat)

•

Telehandler (JCB) & Backhoe Loader (JCB)

•

Manlifts, Cherry Pickers & Scissor Lifts

•

Boom Trucks, Buses, Vacuum Tankers

•

Tippers, Flatbed Trailers, Front & Back Loading Lowbed Trailers

•

Compressors, Generators, Tower Lights & Diesel Welding Machines

www.alnahdhagroup.com
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Trading

We, with extensive experience gained over many years have now entered into a
diverse array of activities in addition to our service related verticals. We have an
exclusive sourcing outlet for Quality Industrial Products, Machines, Spare Parts,
Building Material & Equipment, Oil and Gas Material & Equipment, Polymer Raw
Materials including (Granules, Grinded, Powder & Lumps), Chemicals & Mechanical
Material & Equipment at competitive prices, backed up by exceptional customer
service.

Our success is inextricably linked to our professional and technical capabilities and
to our team of highly committed, skilled and trained staff.
WE SUPPLY VARIOUS KIND OF INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

In addition, we have strong support of our suppliers and manufacturers from
Italy, India, US, and across the Middle East who give us access to the wealth of
knowledge and products.

We guarantee quality products and provide the best support available in the
market.

We strive to provide the latest technology at affordable prices to all our clients.
Our core competency is our customer relationship. We have built a trust with our
everyday clients, who have provided us with regular business over the years.

ANG is a one-stop solutions provider for services and quality products.

We strongly believe in great customer service and work towards the same. In
doing so, we offer extended warranties and special offers that are provided by our

WE SUPPLY VARIOUS KIND OF POLYMER RAW MATERIALS

WE SUPPLY VARIOUS KIND OF INDUSTRIAL ITEMS

WE SUPPLY VARIOUS KIND OF INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

suppliers and product manufacturers.
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The Group

also specializes

in Industrial Marketing and keeps

track of all

upcoming potential projects in Oman with particular emphasis on Oil & Gas,
Power Generation, Telecommunication and IT Sectors. It is well-versed in all
procedures right from registration to tendering and execution of all stages of
projects related to the above sectors and has an efficient team to coordinate
between various ministries and Labor Department to clear all statutory and
bureaucratic hurdles to ensure smooth completion of projects undertaken.
ANG strongly adheres to its Motto “Committed to serve beyond your needs”
which, in itself, is a testimony to its performance and growth.
The Group is proud and honored to offer itself as a One-Stop Solution for all its
clients’ business needs.
Factors that have contributed to its Success:
a)

Strict compliance with the terms of contracts, standards
and procedures.

b)

Timely completion of all deliverables & effective liaison
with clients.

c)

Organizational support, availability of resources and facilities.

It is a matter of pride that ANG has today become a trusted name in the
petrochemical industry. The group’s

continued success is the result of its

commitment and readiness to meet the challenges of the industry through the
expertise and experience of its workforce and support of its clients. ANG is a
synonym for delivering its projects in time and within budgeted costs.
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Awards & Certificates
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Our Major Clients

Certificate of Registration by
JSRS (Tier 1 & Tier2)

Certificate of Participation for
Infraoman Exhibition

Certificate of Registration for
Oman Ministry of Defence

Our ISO Certificates

Certified and Approved Service Vendor By PDO

Recognized Applicator For Promat Fire Protection

Recognized Applicator for
Isolatek Fireproofing System

Certificate of Completion for Refractory Job in
Salalah Methanol Turnaround - SMC

Certificate of Completion for Insulation Job in
Liwa Plastic Project - McDermott
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